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Introduction

Each day, millions of students enter and exit through the 

doors of high schools across the United States. As they 

do, they contemplate their own self-worth, their place in the 

world, and their prospects for life. Some feel positive about 

the future, but unfortunately, many feel an almost crushing 

despair without hope for a positive future for themselves.

T��¾�|���¾��º�Ä�¾��¾ÄÈ��¨Ä¾�q¨��Ä���º���È}qÄº¾ą

&�¾·�¨Ä�Ä���âº¾Ä���Ò�Ø�qº¾���§Ø�¡����¨�q�·¡q¨Äq�¨�q¨��}á����

�qº§� �¨� Ä���§È¨Äq�¨¾���HÈ�ºÄ�K�}ą�T��º��Òq¾�q�Ò��¨�

bridge by our house that crossed a canyon to get to the main 

road. My dad carried me when we needed to cross. We would 

drink milk from fresh coconuts, enjoy fresh sugar cane, and 

listen to the coquí frogs sing. In Puerto Rico we only spoke 

O·q¨�¾�ą�8Ø� ·qº�¨Ä¾�Òq¨Ä��� È¾� Ä� �qÑ�� q� ��á��º�¨Ä� ¡���� q¨��
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§Ñ���È¾�Ä�H��¡q��¡·��q�Ò��¨�&�Òq¾�âÑ��Ø�qº¾�¡�ą�b��Ò�º��

too poor to rent an apartment so we lived in my aunt’s base-

ment in North Philadelphia to avoid being homeless. We lived 

in a row home, surrounded by other row homes and buildings. 

My father took odd jobs in order for him to provide for our 

�q§�¡Øą�2�����¨�9ºÄ��H��¡¡Ø�Òq¾�}§·¡�Ä�¡Ø���á��º�¨Ä��º§�Ä���

life I lived during my early years on the family farm.
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I started attending school. A few years later desegregation 

became part of my daily life. I was bused from the local 

elementary school to a school farther away from home. My 

experience with desegregation meant violence in and out 

of school. I wasn’t safe walking on the sidewalk next to my 

aunt’s house, walking to school, riding the bus to school, going 

Ä� Ä��� |qÄ�º§Ā� º� �Ñ�¨�·¡qØ�¨�� qÄ� º�}�¾¾ą� T��� Ä�q}��º¾� �¨�

our schools weren’t prepared or equipped to prevent or handle 

the violence that was erupting in our community, much less 

·º�·qº��È¾��º�Ä����ÈÄÈº�ą�&Ä�Òq¾¨ğÄ�q�·¡q}��&�Òq¨Ä���Ä�|�ą�T��Ø�

}È¡�¨ğÄ� |º�q�� È·� â��Ä¾� Ò�Ä�ÈÄ� ·¾¾�|¡Ø� |��¨�� q¾¾qÈ¡Ä���

º��qÑ�¨�� Ä���º� Ä�º�¾�¾¡q¾���� �¨� Ä���¾}�¡�·qº��¨�� ¡Äą�T��Ø�

did the best they could, especially since they were given no 

support, but in these circumstances my education was not 

great. Additionally I had to learn English since I only spoke 

and understood Spanish. My sisters and I learned quickly that 

we needed to talk white and act white. It helped us blend in 

better with some of my peers and deal with less racism, but 

we still had to deal with racism.

We were able to move out and into our own place after my dad 

had found a job and started bringing in wages. Eventually we 

§Ñ���ÈÄ���9ºÄ��H��¡q��¡·��q�Ä�2�Ñ�ÄÄÒ¨ą�T��¾�§Ñ������

¨Ä�}�q¨���Ä���}¨¾���ºq|¡��}�q¾�qºÈ¨��È¾ą�T��º��Òq¾�¡�¾¾�

violence, but the education wasn’t much better. I trudged 

through school, not sure what I would do when I graduated 

from high school. You may wonder why I’m telling you about 
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my background. It’s something I don’t speak about often, but 

I want you to know that the challenges you face, whether 

Ä��Ø�qº��¡����§�¨��º���á��º�¨ÄĀ���¨Ä��qÑ��Ä�¾Ä·�ØÈ��º§�

â¨��¨��q¨����Ñ�¡·�¨��ØÈº�Äq¡�¨Ä¾�q¨��â¨��¨��ØÈº�·q¾¾�¨�

in life.

I am writing this book to share what I have learned over my 

lifetime that has helped me be successful in my business life 

q¨��·�º¾¨q¡�¡���ą�T��¾��¨Ò¡������º§�Ä��ºÄØ�Ø�qº¾���q}Ä�Ñ�¡Ø�

learning is something I wish I would have had in my youth to 

help me achieve what I wanted to do with my life.

Much of how students view themselves comes from how 

they think adults view them. And those views can be limit-

ing. Former President George W. Bush addressed this in his 

May 16, 2015, commencement address at Southern Methodist 

University. In his unique style, he encouraged the students: 

ĜT�Ä�¾����ØÈ��ºq�ÈqÄ�¨��Ä��¾�q�Ä�º¨¨�Ò�Ä��������¨º¾Ā�

awards, and distinctions, I say well done. And as I like to tell 

the ‘C’ students, you too can be president.”

President Bush was pointing out that what we achieve in 

school isn’t the be-all and end-all of our potential, nor does it 

have to limit us.

T��� ·º|¡�§�Ò�Ä�� �·�¾� q¨�� ·º¾·�}Ä¾� �º� ¡���� �¾� Ä�qÄ� Ò��

often prescribe them for students. Many young people from 
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poor, inner-city neighborhoods like mine was, are asked, 

“Why would you think of college or trade school?” Mean-

while, many from wealthier suburbs are prescribed four-

year university educations, whether it’s their passion or not. 

"�¨�ºq¡¡ØĀ�Ä���º��ÈÄÈº�¾�¡���¨Ä�º�¡Ø���á��º�¨Äą�&��Ä���·qº�¨Ä¾�

work blue-collar jobs, then the student likely will too. If the 

mother is a lawyer, then the daughter will probably go for a 

graduate degree.

&¨¾Ä�q�Ā�Ò�qÄ����Ä��º��Ò�º��q���á��º�¨Ä�ÒqØ�Ä�q··ºq}�����¾ğ�

�ÈÄÈº�¾Ć�b�qÄ����Ä��º���¾�q���á��º�¨Ä�ÒqØ�Ä�Ä��¨��q|ÈÄ�Ä���º�

aptitudes and possibilities in life? I believe there is—and in this 

book, we will explore exactly how to do this in a way that is 

completely personal and focused.

TIME FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT

Henry Ford knew over a hundred years ago what the educa-

tion system still needs to learn: “If you always do what you’ve 

always done, you’ll always get what you’ve always got.”

O�&�Òq¨Ä�ØÈ�Ä�ÄºØ�¾§�Ä��¨����á��º�¨Äą�&��ØÈğº��q�¾ÄÈ��¨ÄĀ�

I want you to change the way you think about yourself. If 

you’re an educator, I want you to consider a change in your 

philosophy in order to change your trajectory and, therefore, 

students’ lives.
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T��¾�|���×·¡º�¾��Ò�Ä�¡�qº¨�q¨��Ä�q}����á��º�¨Ä¡Ø�¾�Ä�qÄ�

students can achieve everything they can and should achieve 

in their lives.

If you are a student, this book will help you discover this for 

yourself.

b��¡��&����¡�Ä��¾��ºq§�Òº��Ò�¡¡�|�¨�âÄ�q¨Ø�¾ÄÈ��¨ÄĀ�&�Ä��¨���Ä�

is imperative to share it with high school students who don’t 

¾���q�|º���Ä��ÈÄÈº�ą�T��¾��qº��Ä���ØÈ¨��·�·¡��&��¨�Ò�·�º¾¨-

q¡¡Ø�Ò��¨�&�¡�Ñ����¨�9ºÄ��H��¡q��¡·��qą�T��¾��qº��Ä���ØÈÄ�¾�

who live with a sense of hopelessness that leads to giving up, 

dropping out, and a continuation of generational poverty and 

despair.

Why this age group? Because by the time students reach 

high school, they are forming a vision for their future and a 

sense of their prospects—along with enough maturity to know 

whether or not the odds are stacked against them.

Although I think this model can ultimately be used at any age, 

high school is ideal. Any older than the teen years, the more 

likely people are entrenched in their life circumstances and 

habits, so it’s harder to make major changes.

My background should have led me to a blue-collar future. 

T�qÄ�ÒÈ¡���qÑ��|��¨�â¨�Ā�|ÈÄ� Ä�qÄ�Òq¾¨ğÄ�§Ø�Ñ�¾�¨ą� &� ��¡Ä�
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that college was the right route for me, although I wasn’t sure 

of what I wanted to study.

I chose college not because I thought that white-collar work 

is inherently better than blue-collar work. I believe both are 

viable and worthy. Instead, I think it’s all about determining 

your own values, purpose, aptitude, and goals. My grandson 

Braxton is in high school and exploring career options as a 

mechanic, blacksmith, or rancher. I want him to determine 

his own future based on his values, purpose, aptitude, and 

�q¡¾Ā�Ò��}��§qØ�|��Ñq¾Ä¡Ø���á��º�¨Ä��º§�§�¨�Ā�q¨��&ğ§�·ºÈ��

of him for doing so.

T�qØĀ� &� q§� q� Ò��Ä�ĕ}¡¡qº� q�Ñ�¾º� �º§� q� |¡È�ĕ}¡¡qº� |q}�-

ground. I am also a husband, father, grandfather, and a 

successful entrepreneur. Most importantly, I am a man who 

has clear values that I re-examine at least yearly to keep fresh 

and to hold myself to them.

I am a forward thinker, always looking ahead to see what I can 

achieve, but lately, I have looked backward and realized that I 

have been on the most incredible journey—partially because I 

had great teachers, mentors, and coaches. People were willing 

to reach out their hands and minds to help me learn and shape 

who I am today.
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T��Ø�ÄqÈ��Ä�§��Ä���Ä�º���·º�¨}�·¡�¾���¾È}}�¾¾�Ä�qÄ��º§�Ä���

basis of the framework I’m about to teach you:

1. Learn

2. Earn

3. Give

If I had known this model when I was in high school or 

college, I would have been far more successful and happier 

much earlier in my life. Instead, it took me over thirty years to 

articulate this model.

And I want to share it with you. If you’re in high school, you’re 

in luck. Now is the time when this model of learning, earning, 

and giving can be most impactful, before you may be limited 

by poor educational models, opportunities, and prospects—

|��º��ØÈ���q���Ò¨� Ä���Òº¨��·qÄ�ą�T��¾� �¾�ØÈº� Ä�§�� Ä�

use a tried-and-true framework to develop better skills for the 

º�q¡�Òº¡�Ā�Ä�¡�qº¨Ā�q¨��Ä�â¨���·���º�Ä����ÈÄÈº�ą�T��º��qº��

events in life that we can’t control, but I agree with the quote 

�º§�KÈ¾¾�¡¡�8ą�9�¡¾¨�Ò��¨����¾q��Ā� ĜT��� �Ø�Ò�� ���¡��q¾�

little to do with the circumstances of our lives and everything 

to do with the focus of our lives.”
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Our current world is awash in turmoil. Each of us wants a 

better future and world for ourselves and those we love. By 

È¾�¨��Ä��¾�§��¡Ā�&�âº§¡Ø�|�¡��Ñ��Ä�qÄ�Ò��Ò�¡¡�¾¡Ò¡Ø�|È�¡��q�

better world for everyone.

T��¾�|���¾�¨Ä��È¾Ä�q¨�q}q��§�}��×�º}�¾���º�§�ą�&�¡�Ñ��§Ø�¡����

by the learn, earn, give model, and it has led to the happiness 

and success I now enjoy.

Each November, I look forward to the next calendar year, 

and I make my purpose-based plan for the year. I ask myself 

the following question: “What do I want to accomplish on a 

personal basis and on the business front?” My answer is 

always stated in a learn, earn, give format.

For example, last year my answer was to learn by going through 

the process of writing this book. My goal for earning was to meet 

or exceed my business plan objectives for that calendar year. My 

giving goal was much more personal, as it was giving focused 

time to one of my relatives, helping with his own learning and 

�¨Ä�º�¾Ä¾ą� &�q¡¾�·¡q¨¨���ÈÄ�§Ø�â¨q¨}�q¡���Ñ�¨��Ä�§Ø�}�Èº}��

and two charitable organizations that share my personal values.

Once I have set my learn, earn, and give plans, I then spend 

time looking back at my personal values and do serious self-re-

ã�}Ä�¨�q¾�Ä�Ò��Ä��º�º�¨Ä�&�q§�¡�Ñ�¨��§Ø�¡�����¨�q¡��¨§�¨Ä�

with those values.
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T��¾��¾�q�·º}�¾¾�&�º�·�qÄ��q}��Ø�qºą�&Ä�¾�ºÑ�¾�q¾�|Ä��§Ø�ºq�-

map and also my means of self-assessing how I am living my 

life. It also serves as a helpful tool in communication with 

those I love, as they know my values and my emphasis on 

learning, earning, and giving. If they think I may be about to 

stray from the path, we can talk openly and I can get back on 

course.

FOR EDUCATORS OR ADULTS

While I’ve written this book primarily for young adults, it is 

also designed as a tool for educators and other adults who 

connect with youth. I know there are educators already using 

some of these tools, and for other educators this may be new. 

Whether this is new information or not, I want this to be a 

means of helping young adults think outside the traditional 

tracts of schooling and life planning. I hope you will take the 

suggestions herein and use them as learning activities with 

students, helping them adopt the learn, earn, give model as a 

way to live the life they deserve. In doing so, they can help the 

wider world.

At the same time, it may also encourage you to think about 

how you learn, earn, and give. It may help you rediscover and 

º�â¨��ØÈº�Ò¨�Ñq¡È�¾�q¨���q¡¾ą
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FOR YOUNG ADULTS

T��¾�|��ÄºÈ¡Ø��¾��º�you.

While in high school you start wondering about your future. 

You think about what might help you achieve your dreams. 

You begin to question what you want to be as an adult and 

think about what the perfect life looks like for you.

T���·Èº·¾����Ä��¾�|���¾�Ä���¡·�ØÈ�q}���Ñ��q¡¡�Ä�qÄ�ØÈ���¾�º�ą

You are amazing, you have such gifts and potential, and often 

the systems in place do not inspire or even allow you to bloom 

and thrive. By following the steps here, you will be able to 

achieve all that you desire and become one of those people 

Ä�qÄ�ØÈ� ¡��È·� Ä�¨Òą�T��¨�ØÈ�}q¨���¨� Ä�}�q¨��� Ä���

world for the better.

In each chapter, there are exercises for you to do as part of 

this journey. While they are included in each chapter, there 

also is what I refer to as a workbook at the back of the book, 

where those exercises and some others are included, along 

with space for you to write directly into this book if that suits 

your learning style.

Your future is what you make it, and you can make it abso-

lutely amazing!


